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 Stop Motion is a series of photos taken by camera which give life and motion to each 

frame without continuously recording a set instance. Some stop motion techniques can combine 

live action with these frames. Jan Svankmajer created videos in which some have been 

completely just stop motion using clay such as, Passionate Discourse (1982), and Darkness Light 

Darkness (1989), while some of his other works have been stop motion and live action combined 

such as Alice (1988), and Eating God by the Leg as Never Seen (undetermined date). 

Svankmajer’s work depicts themes of human deconstruction in both physicality and mentality. 

His work with clay portrays the production of stop motion when his sculpting of the clay is seen 

on screen. Traditional animation cannot depict the construction of his clay humanoids as well as 

his stop motion videos can. His live action stop motion mixes differ from live action by 

portraying strange concepts such as extremely distorted human features, and transitions from 

living to puppet/doll.  

 Surrealism was Svankmajer’s forte and he used it wisely and creatively to display the 

rejection of rational thought processes and instead convey ideas of deconstruction of human 

thoughts and ideas. His clay stop motions like Passione Discourse, and Darkness Light Darkness, 

take the rational notion that a whole is equal to the sum of its parts and displays it irrationally. He 

purposely molds the clay in ways that make one wonder where the separate pieces of the whole 

actually fit in and if two wholes when combined together can create a singular whole. In this 

way, Svankmajer is demonstrating surrealists philosophies while making the audience surmise 

these thoughts on their own. His use of clay portrays this as clay is moldable and changes shape 

upon the users command. Clay became Svankmajers outlet to the world to convey surrealism. 



The motion he uses for his clay figures and puppets is very fluid, making the audience more 

certain of the reality of the animation. Svankmajer’s style is best conveyed through his use of 

cinematography. Svankmajer makes his scenes dynamic by switching between close up shots 

and camera angles. This is more widely seen when the characters are in motion. When a task is 

being completed a close-up shot is rendered. This can range between the throwing of the clay in 

Passionate Discourse, the handling of the eyes in Darkness Light Darkness, the drinking of the 

potion in Alice, and the eating of the various objects in Eating God by the Leg as Never Seen.  

 An important part of Svankmajer’s animations are their settings. Most take place in an 

enclosed space. This adds to the surrealism that these things take place within the confines of the 

world rather than “in a land far away”. His scenes help describe his style. They basically say that 

these dreary, sometimes lustful thoughts, are plausible things because they are contained within a 

vessel, in many instances the mind. His clay molding and puppetry can be seen as analogies that 

thoughts are like clay, easily moldable to any conception. Svankmajer’s work was designed to 

open the mind through dynamic media such as stop motion. His radical exaggerations of human 

life defined him as being different from other artists.  


